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1. INTRODUCTION 
We study the existence and continuous dependence on a, b, and f of 
solutions of some boundary value problems of the form 
p(t)u”+r(r)u’EAz4(t)+f(t) a.e. on [0, T], T>O, (El 
with the boundary condition 
u’(O) E cr(u(0) - a), u’(T)EP(~T)-~), a, bED(A), PC) 
where A, ct, -p, y, and 6 are maximal monotone (possibly multivalued) 
operators in a real Hilbert space H and f~L*([0, T]; H) (L, with the 
weighted function r”(t) = exp(If, r(s)/p(s) ds), with p, r continuous functions, 
p(t) > 0 for every t E [0, T] ). 
Throughout this paper we assume that 
0 E D(a) n W) n WA), 0 E a(0) n p(0). (1.1) 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that 0 E AO; otherwise we 
would consider du = Au - A00 and J(t) =f(t) + A’O. Indeed, we have 
Alu=Al(u+ MOO) -A’O, VA>0 (see the notations below) so A will 
satisfy the same conditions as A plus 2030. 
Let H be a real Hilbert space of inner product ( ., . ) with the norm 
/I . I/. Let T be an arbitrary positive number. We shall work in 
9’( [0, T]; H) = 8, supplied with the norm ) .I where F/p is a weighted 
function with 
(1.2) 
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and p, r: [0, T] -+ R are continuous functions (with p(t) 3 (‘> 0, for al] 
t E [0, T]) unless otherwise specified. Therefore, 
The inner product of Yf/,, is denoted by (( ., )), so 
(1.4) 
In general, 9: is the space L2( [IO, T]; H) with the weighted function q. 
Denote by “+” and “-” the strong (weak) convergence in H, L’, or 9:. 
Let 
H2([0,T];H)={u~cY~,p,~‘,~“~c!?~,p}=H2 (1.5) 
D(B) = {u E HZ: u’(O) E ct(u(0) - a), u’(T) E j(u( T) - b)}, 
a,bEH (1.6) 
Bu = -pu” - ru’ = -$ (Fu’)‘, UED(B) (1.7) 
D(d) = (u E L2( [0, I’]; H): u(t) E D(A), a.e. on [0, r] ). (1.8) 
For u E O(d), set 
du= {vE L2: u(t)~Au(r), a.e. on [0, T]}. (1.8)’ 
~4 is said to be the realization of A in L2 (or U$P). It is easy to see that 
if A is maximal monotone in H, so is .SS? in L2 or 4”&,. Of course, L2 and 
Yz,P contain the same functions and have equivalent norms. The essential 
difference is that B is monotone in 9&, only (i.e., B is not monotone in L’ 
for every continuous function p and r). 
The motivation of this paper is: 
1. First of all, we recently established that the proof of the most 
general result on (E) and (BC) (Theorem 3.2 in [ 111) is not complete. 
Therefore, the conclusion of this theorem is an open problem. We think of 
it as a conjecture (see Conjecture 1.1 below). Although we could not prove 
this conjecture, here we give some results which are very close to this 
conjecture. The previous results on (E) and (BC) are all included. 
2. The continuous dependence of solution u of (E) and (BC) on a, b, 
and f (investigated here) was never studied before, except for some 
particular cases. 
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3. The equivalence of (E) and (BC) with an optimization problem 
was not studied before. 
4. The elimination of some differentiability assumptions on p and Y. 
In [ 10, 111 V&on considered the function 
a(t) = exp (5 ’ 4s) -P’(J) ds 1 tE [O, T]. 0 P(S) ’ 
Here we consider F given by (1.2) in place of r~ so that we can drop in many 
situations the differentiability restriction on p and Y (see also [2]). 
Clearly, every u E C*( [0, r]; H) with u(0) = a, u( 7’) = 6, u’(O) = u’(T) = 0 
belongs to D(B), so D(B) is not empty. 
Let us recall briefly some of the fundamental notions and results on non- 
linear analysis that we need in this paper. 
A possible multivalued operator B: D(B) c H + 2H is said to be 
monotone if 
<Y~-YY,~x,-x*)Bo, Vx,,x,eD(B), yjeBx,, i= 1,2, (1.9) 
and is said to be o-monotone (for some w E R) if 
(Y,-Y*,X,-x,)>o llxl-x*ll*, yj~ Bx,, i= 1,2. (1.10) 
So “O-monotone” means just “monotone.” If we identify B with its graph 
G(B) c H x H, then we can write [ y, x] E B in place of x E D(B) and y E Bx. 
It is easy to check that (1.10) is equivalent to 
(1 + no) /Ix1 -x2 II G llx1+ AY, - (x2 + ~Y*)/l (1.11) 
V,?>O with 1 + 10 > 0 and [y;, xi] E B, i= 1,2. B is said to be maximal 
monotone if it is monotone and has no monotone extentions. A fundamen- 
tal result of Minty [9, p. 2531 asserts that in Hilbert spaces “B maximal 
monotone” is equivalent to “B is monotone” and 
R(AZ+ B) = H, VA>0 (1.12) 
(or equivalently, for only one 2, > 0). 
B is said to be dissipative (maximal dissipative) if -B is monotone 
(maximal monotone). If A is maximal monotone, the following operators 
are well defined, 
&=(AZ+A)-’ and A j. = (I- cA)ln, bd, (1.13) 
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so, x=&.x+iA;x, VXE H, 
<Aj.X-A;..Yvx-Y)b & Ilx-Yl12> A>O, 1 +/Iw>o (1.14) 
(see [S] or [9] for details). 
Denote by Box the element of least norm of Bx. B is said to be coercive 
if D(B) is bounded, or if D(B) is unbounded then, for some x0 E D(B), 
(1.15) 
It is known that if B is maximal monotone and coercive, it is then surjec- 
tive. A stronger result is that: 
If B is maximal monotone and if D(B) is bounded, or (if D(B) is 
unbounded) 
I/Box/I + + co as II4 + + Go, (1.16) 
then B is surjective. Such results of Browder type are discussed in [9, 
Appendix and Chap. 2, Sect. 81. 
If B is maximal monotone and if 
Y,,EBx,, x,-+x> Yn -yasn+co, (x,y)d lim (x,,Y,), (1.17) n-2 
then x E D(B) and YE Bx (i.e., we can pass to the limit in yn E Bx,, for 
H-CO). 
The operator (possibly multivalued) B c H x H is said to be one-to-one 
if for every xi, x2 E D(B), with x, # x2, one has (Bx, ) n (Bx,) = fa or 
equivalently 
(Bx,) n @x2) Z 0 implies x1=x2. (1.18) 
If B is w-monotone with o > 0, it is one-to-one. This follows directly from 
(1.10). 
We also need some facts about subdifferentials. Namely, if J’: H--t 
(- cc, + U-J] is a lower semicontinuous convex proper function (1s~) then 
set 
D(j)= {x~H,j(x)< +co} 
dj(x)= {x*~H,j(y)-i(x)> (x*, y-x>, VYEH) 
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and 
D(f3j) = (x E D(j), G(x) z 0 1. (1.19) 
It is well known that a (IX) j is subdifferentiable at least at one point 
x,, E D(j) (i.e., D(Q) # 0) and B = 8j is maximal monotone. A simple 
proof can be found in [9, p. 2381. 
If j is strictly convex, then 8j is one-to-one. In order to prove this, let 
x, y E D(aj) and let us assume that there is a w E (aj(x) n (aj(y))). Then, 
x = y; otherwise if x # y, 
j(y)-‘j(x)3 (w, y-x>, j(x)-j(.v)2 (wx-YY), 
so j(x) -j(y) = (w, x - y), which is a contradiction to 
1 
ii(x)+kAY)>j (~)wx,+(w,~) 
= j(x) +Ay)-Ax) 1 . 
2 =p)+;AY). 
Let g: H -+ H be a lower semicontinuous convex function satisfying 
dAx - A Y) G dx - Y)? v1>0; (1.20) 
then it is easy to check that 
(A,x-A,& %(X-Y))20, VI>O, x, yEH with x-YED(ag); 
(1.20)’ 
i.e., A is 8g monotone. Clearly, if 8g is multivalued, then (1.20) is under- 
stood with each ZE &(x- y) in place of ag(x- y), for x, y E H with 
x- ycD(i?g). If 
x=a, aEH 
2 otherwise 
then, D(8j) = {a}, 8j(a) = H. If j(x) = $ IJxJ12, then 8j(x) =x, Vx E H. 
Remark 1.1. Every maximal monotone operator c(: D(U) c Iw -+ 2” is a 
subdifferential 8j of some lsc j: [w + ( - co, + 001 [9, p. 2431. 
In the proof of our main results, the following lemma will play a crucial 
role. 
LEMMA 1.1. For every continuous function p, r: [0, T] + Iw, a, bE H and 
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T> 0, with p(t) > 0 Vt E [0, T], the operator B defined by (1.6) is maximal 
monotone in Y&. 
The proof of this lemma is given in [Z]. Lemma 1 .l has been proved by 
Vtron [ 10, 1 l] under the additional assumption that p and r are differen- 
tiable. In case p(t) E 1 see [8] when r(t) = r > 0 Vt E [0, r] and [7] when 
r = 0. 
Let us point out that according to Lemma 1.1, the operator B defined by 
(1.6) is maximal monotone without any differentiability assumptions on p 
and r. In many situations (Theorem 1.1) we know that continuity of p and 
r with p(t) > 0 on [0, T] suffice even for the existence of the solutions of 
the boundary value problem 
p(t)u”(t)+r(t)u’(t)EAu(t)+f(t), a.e. on [0, T] (1.21) 
u’(O) l cr(u(0) - a), u’(T) E B(u(T) - b), a, bED(A). (1.22) 
Remark 1.2. The classical two point boundary condition 
u(O) = a, u(T)=b, a, bED(A) 
is obtained from (1.22) with D(E) = {0}, D(b)= (0). In this case 
ct(0) = /3(O) = H. 
Remark 1.3. If H= R, and A0 = 0, then (1.22) is automatically 
satisfied. 
In this direction we have to recall the main results from [2]. Suppose 
that 
<A2x-A,y, z> 20, VZEcc(X- y), x- YED(C1) 
(1.23) 
(AAX-A,.v,z)<O, VZEB(X-Y), x-YED(B), 
x, y E H. We say that the solution u = u( t, a, b, f) of (1.21)-( 1.22) depends 
weakly (strongly) continuously on a, be D(A) and f~ Y* if for every 
a,,, b,E D(A) and fn E 9’ with a,, -+ a, b,,-+ b in H and f, + f in Y*, 
U, = u(t, a,, b,, f,,) tends weakly (strongly) to u = u(t, a, b, f) in 9’ as 
n + co. A is said to be locally bounded at a E D(A) if A is bounded 
in a neighborhood V, of a; i.e., U,, vU Ax is bounded in H, with 
ra= V,nD(A). 
THEOREM 1.1. Let A, a, and - j3 be maximal monotone (possibly multi- 
valued) sets in Hx H satisfying (1.1) and (1.23) and let p, r: [0, T] + K! be 
continuousfunctions with p(t) > 0 Vt E [0, T]. 
(I) Zf A is w-monotone with o ~0, then problem (1.21)-(1.22) has a 
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unique solution u in H2( [0, T]; H) which depends strongly continuously on 
f, a, and b. 
(II) In the case o = 0 (i.e., A is merely maximal monotone), if we 
assume in addition that either D(U) or D(B) is bounded, then (1.21)(1.22) 
has at least a solution. Zf at least one of A, CI, and fl is one-to-one, then the 
solution is unique and depends weakly continuously on f. 
If A is locally bounded, then both (I) and (II) yield the weakly con- 
tinuous dependence of u on a and b. 
If A, c(, and -B are subdifferentials of some lower semicontinuous con- 
vex proper functions 4, j, , j, : H--t ( - co, + cc 1, respectively (this is always 
the case in R) and if one of 4, j,, j, is strictly convex, then the solution u 
of (1.21)( 1.22) is unique and (1.21)-( 1.22) is equivalent to an optimization 
problem. 
Now let us discuss a conjecture of V&on [ 111: 
Conjecture 1.1. Let A, CI, and - /3 be maximal monotone (possibly) 
multivalued operators in H, satisfying (1.1) and (1.23). If 
lim Ilcr”(x)ll = + co or lim 
IIXII - + m 
IIp”(x)ll = + co, (1.24) 
Il.4 + + = 
then for every T> 0, f E L2( [0, T]; H), a, b E D(A) problem (1.20t( 1.21) 
has at least a solution u in H2( [0, T]; H). 
Theorem 1.1 shows that if (at least) one of D(a) or D(B) is bounded then 
for the existence of a solution of (1.21)-( 1.22), condition (1.24) is not 
necessary. Therefore, in Conjecture 1.1, we must add: Both D(M) and D(p) 
are unbounded and A is not o-monotone with w > 0. 
Is (1.24) necessary for the existence of the solution of (1.21)-( 1.22)? The 
answer is in general yes. Precisely, the following simple example shows that 
if (1.24) is violated, the solution of (1.21t( 1.22) may not exist for any 
T> 0. Indeed, take H= R, p(t) = 1, r(t)=O, A =O, f(t) = l/T, U(X) ~0, 
Vx E H, /I(x) = 1 - e-‘. Then (1.20)-( 1.21) becomes 
u”(t) =+, O<t<T, u’(0) = 0, u’(T) = 1 - eUcT). (1.24)’ 
Clearly (1.1) and (1.22) are satisfied but (1.24) fails ([p(x)] + 0 as 
x + - co). The solution of (1.24)’ fails to exist (as u’(0) = 0 implies 
u’(T)= 1). 
Although Conjecture 1.1 is still open, in this paper we give some results 
very close to it. Precisely. if we replace (1.24) by the stronger condition 
bO(x)ll 2 L II-d, vx E D(a) (1.25) 
409 IZ6,2-I6 
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or 
llB”(.~)ll 3 L li.4, vx E II(/l) (1.25)’ 
for some L >O, then we can prove the existence of a solution of 
(1.21)-( 1.22). The exact result is given by Theorem 2. I with r(l) > r(0) > 0, 
p(t) > 0, Vt E [0, T], p and r E WI- X continuously differentiable. Obviously 
c((x)=~‘- 1, XE[W satisfies (1.24) but not (1.25). 
Another condition stronger than (1.24) is (V&on, private communica- 
tion) 
inf{(y, x> I Ilxll~ 4’~dx)J + a as /1x1/ -+ co, (1.26) 
or 
inf{ - (Y, x > I IM Y E P(x)ll i + 03 
Clearly, (1.26) implies (1.24) as 
as llxll -+ co. (1.26)’ 
inf{(x-~)l llxll~ ~~4x116 Il~“(xH. (1.27) 
The following simple example in [w2 shows that (1.26) is stronger than 
(1.24). Namely, take u(x)=x’, where x=(x,, x2) and xl = (x,, -x,), 
VXE [w’. This c1 is maximal monotone, Ilcr(x)il = I/XII, and (cc(x), x) = 0 so 
(1,25) holds, while (1.26) fails. 
In the case H = lR, ( 1.24), (1.26), and (1.26)’ are equivalent. If we sup- 
pose that both (1.26) and (1.26)’ hold, then we can prove the existence of 
the solution of problem (1.21)-( 1.22) (see Remark 2.2). 
Finally, we will. consider the following type of conditions: 
or 
R(X) is bounded and IIp”(x)ll -+ + cx as Ibll + m (1.28) 
R(P) is bounded and lIz”(x)li + + co as 11x// + co. (1.28)’ 
In this case we use only the continuity of p and r on [0, r]. 
2. QUASI-AUTONOMOUS NONLINEAR BVP 
In this section we are concerned with the boundary value problem 
(1.21)-(1.22) under conditions (1.25) or (1.25)‘, (1.28) or (1.28)‘) and 
(1.26)-( 1.26)‘. We will prove the following main results. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A, a, and - fl be maximal monotone (possibly multi- 
valued) operalors in H satisfying (l.l), (1.23), and (1.25) or (1.25)‘. Let 
p, rE W’,“[O, T] with p(t) > 0, r(t) > r. > 0 for afl 1 E [0, T]. (2.1) 
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Then, for every T> 0, a, b E D(A), and f E L2 problem (1.21 t( 1.22) has at 
feast a solution u E H*( [0, T]; H), u = u(t, a, b, f ). 
If one of A, tl, and /3 is one-to-one, then the solution u is unique and 
depends w-continuously on f. If in addition A is locally bounded, then u 
depends w-continuously on f, a, and b. 
Remark 2.1. The property “A, is a-monotone and /I dissipative” is 
invariant under translation. Thus, the operator A given by Ax = Ax - A00 
is again c( monotone and fl dissipative. Therefore, in Theorem 2.1 we may 
assume A00 =O, since otherwise we replace A by A and f by f with 
f(t) = f(t) + AOO, a.e. on [0, T]. 
Ax - A00 is again a monotone and fl dissipative. This is because 
2,x = A,(x + E.A’O) - A’O, VXEH, 
where A”y is the element of the least norm of Ay. Thus, in Theorem 2.1, 
we may assume A00 = 0 since otherwise we replace A by d and f by f given 
byf(t)=f(t)+A’O. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let a(x) = -p(x) =px, Vxe H with p > 0. In this case 
(1.23) means just monotonicity of A, (which holds). Thus (1.22) becomes 
u’(0) =pu(O) - ap, u’(T)= -pu(T)+bp 
with a, b E D(A). 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. (I) Estimates. Since B is maximal monotone in 
Yf,P, then B + A, + AZ is surjective for every A > 0. Then, for every A > 0 
and f E L2 there is a unique uj, E D(B) satisfying Bu, + A, uj. + Au, - fA ; or 
p(t) G(t) + r(t) u;(t) = A,u,(t) + Jkuj.(t) +fI(t), on [0, T] (2.2) 
4.(O) E 4uAO) - a), 4 T) E b(ui.( Z-1 - b), VL>O, (2.3 ) 
where fi E C’( [0, T]; H) is a C’ approximation off with fj, + f in 9$,. 
The idea of the proof is to get an estimate of the form 
h I14.(0)l12 + 6, I14(T)l12 G b, Ib;(O)ll + 6, IMT)ll + b, (2.4) 
with some b, > 0 independent of A > 0, i= 1,2, ,.., 5. This will imply the 
boundedness of u;(O), u;(T) which in turn will imply the boundedness of 
4, uA, and u; in P’&. 
In the proof of (2.4) the condition that r(t) > r(0) > 0 on [0, T] plays a 
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crucial role. To make a choice, say il/?‘(x)ll > L /Ix/l, V’XE D(b); i.e., (1.25)’ 
holds. Then, in view of 
and 
we derive 
Uj(t)=Uj.(T)-31U:(S)dv, tE LO, Tl f 
II4.(T)II 2 I1B”(~m-~)/1 2L IIU,.(V-b)ll 
ll~~S~)ll 6 
II4 + m 14.1, if uj.( T) = h 
IVII +$%I +L--’ II4.(T)II, if D(b)3 {0}, (25) 
where d = sup{ p(t), t E [0, T] = p( T)}. This provides upper bounds for 
ll~A(0)ll, Il~~(T)ll, and ui in terms of II4,(T)II and 141. 
Now we can obtain the following estimates: 
(1”) An upper bound for ju>,l’ in terms of IIu>,(O)ll and IIu;(T)II 
Let us write (2.2) in the form 
p!$ (F(t) 4(t))’ = Anu,(t) + Au,(t) +fdt). 
Multiplying by (?(t)/p(t))u,., taking into account that 
(Aj,uA(t) + k”A(t), uj.(t)> a09 
and integrating over [0, T] we get 
clu;I*< Ti(t) Il~~.(t)ll*dt~ -((f~,u;.>>+(~(t)uj.(t),u,(t))I,T. s (2.6) 0 
In view of (2.5) we have 
(UT), ui(T)) G (UT), b) G llbll IId(T)II 
-(4(O), u,(O)) G - (4.(O), a> G llall ll4(0)ll 
(2.7) 
= j-L ,/“m lu,(t)l &%?? Ilfdt)ll dt 
G d, sup Ilui(t)ll . VA I G 4 + 4 II4.(T)II + 4 I4 I 
O<t<T 
with some di > 0 (i = 2, 3,4) independent of A. 
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Estimating d4 lz& via the inequality 
1 
P4aP2+-& VP, 4, E > 0 (2.8) 
with p = 1~; I, q = d4, and s = c/2, (2.6) and (2.7) yield 
f 141’6 llall Il4(O)ll + r”(T) llbll + 4 II4.(VII + 4 +k$ (2.9) 
(2”) An upper bound for u; in terms of u>,(O) and U;(T). 
First we note that the Lipschitz continuity of x + Aj.x and of r + ui(t) 
implies the differentiability of t + A;u,(f), a.e. on [0, 7’1. Moreover, the 
fact that x + A,x is monotone yields 
((A,uj.(t))‘, u>,(t) > 2 0, a.e. on [0, T]. 
Differentiating both members of (2.2), then multiplying by Fe(t) u>,(t) with 
PO(t) = exp([i, 4s) d s and integrating over [0, T] we have 1 
(P(f) 4!(t) + r(t) 4.(t), fo(t) 4.(t)> 1; 
- s oT <p(t) u;(t) + r(t) u;(t), (pa(t) d.(t))‘> dt 
2 <f~(t), ro(t) ~~(~)>l~-~T(.h.(~)~ (fo(t) u;(t))‘> dt 
0 
which can be rearranged as 
/‘p(t) Foe(t) l14(t)l12 dt+j-oT; (1 +p(t) r(f) Fob(t)) d I14.(t)l12 
0 
G s ,’ <r”o(t) f>,.(t), u:(t) + r(t) u>.(t) > dt 
+ (A?,ui(t)+iuj.(f)T r’O(rfu~.(f)>lo’~ (2.10) 
We now have to observe that (1.23) implies 
<Aj.u,(Th U;.(T)) d <A,b, u;(T)) 6 llAj.bll Il~>.(T)ll 
d IIA”hlI IIuB(U - (Aj.ui.(O), U>.(O)) 
G - (A,Q, u;(O)) G IlAo ll4.(O)ll- (2.11) 
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Taking into account (2.7), (2.8), and (2.11) and integrating by parts the 
second term in the left-hand side of (2.10) we get easily 
kl l4l”+ (1 +P(T)) ?o(T) 0) IM~)l12 
d (1 +p(O)) r(O) l14.(0)l12 +k, ll~:(O)ll +k, lI4.(~)ll +k, (2.12) 
with some constant ki > 0, i = 1, . . . . 4, independent of j,. 
Set r(O) = r,; then FO( T) >, enU, Y(T) 3 rO. Clearly (2.12) can be rewritten 
(2.13) 
1 in the 
as 
it, lu;12+Yl#q1 +p(T)) llu:(T)ll’ 
Gr,(l +NJ)) Il4vw+~2 II4.(O)ll +h Ibuml +b 
with i;,=(l +p(O)))l k,, i= 1, . . . . 4. It is convenient to write (2.13 
form below, by multiplying it by (1 + 7’r,)/r,,eroT, 
(1 +p(T))(l+ Tr,) I~u~.(T)1J2+k”,(l +r,T)r;'e trot lu;/' 
d (1 +pW)) Il~x(o)l12 e-‘“‘(I + Tr,J+b ll4.(O)ll +b IIUV 
with k,, j= 5, . . . . 7, independent of I.. 
II +k, 
(2.14) 
The suggestion to write (2.13) in the form (2.14) comes from the identity 
(1 +P(n) I14.(~)l12 - (1 -tP(O)) l14(0N2 
= 
5 
‘- (1 +p(t) uX(t), u;.(t)>‘dt 
0 
=j’(l +p(t))’ Ilu:(f)l12dr+jTU +p(f))(u;.(t), 4(t)> dt 
0 0 
which yields 
(1 +p(O)) ll4.(O)ll’+ Trot1 +P(U) l14.(~)I12 
6(1 + Tro)(l +P(O) IluX~)l12+k, l4.l 141 +k, IQ’. (2.15) 
Estimating )u:\ k, lu;l via (2.8) with ~=~,(~+r,T)r~'e~~'~, and taking 
into account (2.9), from (2.15) and (2.14) we get 
(1 +AO)) l14.(0)l12+ Trot1 +P(T)) I14.(OI12 
d (1 + Tro)(l+p(0))ep'oT 114(0)112 + k,, ll4(O)ll + k,, Il4(OII + k,, 
(2.16) 
which yields (2.4) with h, = (1 + p(O))[l - (1 + Tro)emnu] > 0, 
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b, = Tr,( 1 +p( T)), and so on. Therefore, u>.(O) and u;(T) are bounded in 
H as AJO. Going back to (2.5), (2.6) (2.9), and (2.12) we obtain upper 
bounds for u; and U; in (6p&[O, r]; H) and for Uj~ in C([O, T]; H). 
(II) Passing to the limit in (2.2) and (2.3) for AlO. 
(1”) The convergence of u>. in L*( [0, r]; H) and then in 
C( co, z-1; HI. 
Set r(t)=uJt)---Jt), with ui(t)=Jj,u,(t)+j,A,u,(t), u,=~~u~~+~&‘~u,, 
where yj,,:, &A are the realizations of yj, and dj. in L2; i.e., (Ri;iu)(t) = JAu(t), 
(&,u)(t) = A ,u(t) almost everywhere on [0, T] for u E L*. Therefore, there 
are some positive constants c,, c2, c3, and c4 such that Iuj, 1 d c, , VA > 0, 
fE co, Tl; I4 6c2, 141 dc,, 
I&j.“j.I d Ip”;-rU>,-fj,I dc,. (2.17) 
Note also that 
<4”i.-~:1up2 A”j.-2pup> a09 v/l, p > 0. (2.18) 
(u’(O), o(O) ) > 0, (u’(T), u(T) ) < 0 (this is because of the boundary condi- 
tions (2.3) for A and p > 0). It is clear that (2.2) implies 
s ,,T <(o’(r) T”(t))‘, o(t)> dt 
= <<dj.uj.-dpup, ui. - uIL >> + <(j-u;. - Pj.3 u;. - up >> 
+ <.fj.-fp, ui.-“,,)) 
i 
T 
<-- F(t) llu’(t)ll* dt. 
0 
(2.19) 
This inequality in conjunction with 
yields 
IU>,-U~I <2 Ii1 c~(l+~)+2c~(E,+~)+2c:(;1+~)+2c, Ifj,-f~,l. (2.20) 
Since fA + f in L* as 110, from (2.20) it follows the convergence of u> in 
L*. Say ~4;. -+ w in L *. This and the boundedness of ui in L2 imply the 
convergence of u>, in C( [0, T]; H); this is because 
lluJ(t)-u~(t)l12d Ilu;(~o~-.~~~,~11’+~ I.;-$1 l4.-u;I (2.21) 
for some t, E [0, T] with Ilu>.(r,) - u;( &,)I{ + 0 as 1, p JO. 
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Now, let us write (2.2) in the form 
(2.22) 
Let ui,( T) + I as i JO in H. Then, it follows from 
uj.(r)=Uj.(T)-ITUj(S) dSy 1 E co, n , 
that 
!-, 
r 
uJt)-u(t)=I- 4s) 4 CE co, u; 
hence, u’(t) = w(t), and moreover, U, -U in L2. Passing to the limit in (2.3) 
we see that u satisfies the boundary conditions (1.22). It follows in addition 
that u; - w’ = u” in L2, and 2j~ul - u in L2 (as $Aui - uA = k,&‘u, + 0 as 
A JO). In order to pass to the limit in (2.2), it suffices to prove that 
((pU;+ ru:.-Au,- f;., ~~Uj)) + ((pU”+ru’-.f, 10) 
or equivalently, that 
(( pu: + rui -f,, 24;. - u)) + 0 as 210. (2.23) 
Finally, since ui -+ u’, fi + f; and Uj. - u, (2.23) reduces to 
<P4, u:, - u)) + 0 as ;1 JO, which follows from u; + u’ in C( [0, T]; H), 
udt) - u(t), V’t E [0, T] as /z + 0, and integration by parts of 
Therefore, FA E &($).uj,), Fj, - pu” + ru‘ - f, $j,uj, - u, and 
((FL, yAuJ) -+ ((pu” + ru‘ - f, u)). These imply u E D(d) and 
pu” + ru’ -f~ d(u); i.e., u satisfies (1.21). It remains to discuss uniqueness 
and continuous dependence on f, a, and 6. 
Uniqueness. Let ui be two solutions of (1.21) and (1.22) and 
w(t) = ur(t) - uz(t). Then, we have 
5 ,’ ((F(f) w’(t))‘, w(t)> dt 20, 
(w’(O), 40) > B 0, <w’(n w(T)) GO 
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which yields after integration by parts 
s 
T 
F(t) llw’(t)l12 dt 60 
0 
which means u;(t) = u;(t) on [0, T], so u,(t)-u2(t) = C=constant, on 
[0, r]. If, say, tl is one-to-one, then U;(O)E cc(u,(O)-a)ncr(u,(O) -a) 
implies 24,(0)=24,(O) so C=O; i.e., zfl =u2. 
Continuous Dependence of u = u(t; a, b, f) on a, b, and f. Let 
a,bED(A), CELL, a,,b,ED(A), ~,EL’ with a,+a, b,r-+b, and fn-f 
strongly in L* (or equivalently in p2). Set u,(t) = u(t; a,, b,, f,), i.e., 
p(t) dXt)+r(t) 4(t)EAu,(t)+fn(t), a.e. on [0, T], (2.24) 
40) E 4%(O) - %A 
uL( T) E P(u,( T) - b,), n = 1, 2, . . . . (2.25) 
A simple check of the proof shows that the upper bounds for u,, u;,, and 
4 depend only on IIA”4, IIA”bll, Ikll, llbll, and llf II. (See, e.g., (2.7), 
(2.11).) Accordingly, Ib,(Ofll, lI~,(W7 II40)ll, Il~~,(~N, Il~,(t)ll, l4L and 
lu,“l (which can be estimated in terms of ilA”a,II, IIA”b,,II, Ila,,I/, 116,/l, and 
II f, 11) are bounded, independently of n. 
The only fact we have to check is the strong convergence of u; to u’ in 
L2 (this is not obvious, as in the proof of u; -+ U’ we have used some special 
properties of A,u, which are not true anymore for Au,). To this end set 
u = u, - U, and observe that (2.24) and (2.25) yield 
I oT ((r"(t)u'(t))'t u(t)> dt> <fn-fn,, u,--u,> 
(u'(O), 40)) 20, (u'(T), u(T)) GO. 
(2.26) 
Integrating by parts and using (2.25) one obtains 
s 
r Clu:,-u:,I< f(f) ll4(t)- 4n(t)l12 dt 
0 
Gklfn-fml, m, n = 1, 2, . . . . (2.27) 
with k > I u, - u, 1, which shows that u; is strongly convergent in 9’ and 
then in C( [0, T]; H). Passing to the limit in (2.24) and (2.25) for n --f cc it 
follows the same arguments as passing to the limit in (2.3) and (2.4) for 
2 JO. 
Remark 2.2. We do not know if the condition r(t) z r. > 0 in Theorem 
2.1 is necessary (under conditions (1.25) and (1.25)‘). What do we know is 
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that it is necessary if T= + ‘m. Indeed, the problem U” - U’ = e ‘, t 3 0, 
u’(O) E a(u(O)), u E H”( [0, + a)); R) with a(O) = 0, x maximal monotone in 
R, is impossible for every such a(. This is because u(t) = e ‘/2 is the only 
solution of 24” - 24’ = r ’ in H*([O, +x); R) and cc(i)>O. 
Similarly, for r(t) = 0, the problem u”(t) = P ‘, u’(0) E r(u(O)), 
u E H2( [0, + x ); R) is also impossible. This is because we must necessarily 
have u(t) = c ‘. 
However, the problem U” + U’ = e ‘, u’(0) = cc(u(0)) = u(O), 
UEH’([O, +a);R), has the unique solution u(t)= -(t+$)e-‘. 
In the next result we drop differentiality restrictions on p and r, as well 
as the condition r(t) > r(0) > 0 Vt E [0, T], by asking in compensation for 
the boundedness of R(a) and relaxing the condition ~~fl”(x)~l > L //.x/I to 
IIBO(x)ll --+ + z as //XII -+ + x. 
THEOREM 2.2. (I) Let c(, - j?, and A he maximal monotone in H, 
0 E cc(O), 0 E p(O), 0 E D(A), D(E) and D(p) unbounded, 
(Aj.-x,z)>O, Vz E N(X) and z E - j(x), 
and let either of the conditions below hold 
1” R(a) is bounded and IIp”(x)l~ -+ + cc. 
2” R(IJ) is bounded and Ilcc”(x)l~ + + z as /Ix/l -+ + a. 
(II) At least one of D(cc) or D(p) is bounded and 
<Aj.-Aj.y, Z> 30, Vz E ct(x - y) and z E - /3(x - y), 
Then for every f E L2, p, r continuous from [O, T] into [w with p(t) > 0 
Vt E [0, T], the problem 
p(t) u”(t) + r(t) u’(t) = Au(t) + f(t), 
u’(O) E 440)), u’(T) E P(4T)) 
a.e. on [0, T] (2.28) 
(2.29) 
has at least a solution in H2([0, T]; H). 
If one of A, ~1, or fl is one-to-one, then the solution is unique and depends 
w-continuously on f. 
Proof The key to the proof is to observe that the maximal monotone 
operator 
(&4)(t)= -p(t)u”(t)-r(t)u’= -‘+(i(i)u’(t))’ a.e. on [0, T] 
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with 
D(B)= (udf2([0, T]; H), ~‘(O)ECI(U(~)), u’(Z-)E/?(u(T))} (2.30) 
satisfies the property 
IIWI + + m as IzfI + + a. (2.31) 
Indeed, if hypothesis 1’ is satisfied, then let u, E D(B) be such that 
Iu,, I + cc as ‘n + co. We will prove by contradiction that IBu,( + cc as 
n + co. Therefore, suppose not; i.e., IBu, 1 < k, n = 1, 2, . . . . Since 
u;(O)~cr(u,,(O)) and R(E) is bounded, u’(O) is also bounded, say 
l\u~,(O)ll d k, for all n = 1, 2, . . . But 
T(t) u;,(t) = u;(O) + “ (F(s) u;,(s))’ ds (2.32) 
0 
which yields II~:,(f)ll d k, + k, IBu, 1, for some k,, k, > 0 independent of n. 
In particular, this shows that u;(T) is also bounded. To continue, the 
inequality (2.32), u,( t ) = u,( T) - jr U;(S) ds and 11 u,( T) II bounded imply 
u,(t) bounded, say llu~(t)ll d k,, V’~E [0, T], n= 1, 2, . . . . which in turn 
implies the boundedness of U, in L2. This contradiction proves (2.31). 
The next step is to check that (Bu, &,u) 2 0 VU E D(B) which can be 
shown by integrating by parts. Therefore, B + ,c4 is maximal dissipative 
in Y2. It also satisfies IBu + dul > IBul, VU E D(d) n D(B), as 
((Bu,du))>Oso IBu+dul+cx: as lul+c~.ThisimpliesthatB+s9is 
surjective; i.e., for every MEL’ there is UED(&)~D(B) such that 
BU + &~=f which is just the abstract form of problem (2.28) and (2.29). 
NOW, we show continuous dependence of the solution u on f. 
Let f,,e Yip2 with f, -+ f as n + cc and let u,, be the corresponding 
solution of (2.28) and (2.29) with f,, in place off; i.e., 
Bu,,+du,= -fm n = 1, 2, I... (2.33) 
We will prove that u, + u in L2 as n -+ co where u is the solution of (2.28) 
and (2.29). Indeed, (2.33) yields 
((Bun - Bun,, un-urn))< - <.f,,-fm~Un-%?>> 
6 If,-fml IT--ml (2.34) 
and 1 Bu, + &‘u,, I = If,, I which is bounded as n + co. So u, is bounded in 
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.Y2, say (u, I d k for n = 1, 2, . . . . Integrating the left-hand side of (2.34) by 
parts, we get 
-f(t)(u;(t)-u;(t), u,,(~)-u,(t))l;+~~~(~) Iu;(t)-u;(t)12dt 
0 
62k If, -fm I, m, n = 1, 2, . . . . 
so, ML + v in L2. This and the boundedness of Bu,, in Y2 implies v = u’, 
where u is the weak limit of (any subsequence of) u,. Moreover, it follows 
that u,(t) - u(t) as n -+ co for all I E [0, T] and u:: - u”. Now, (2.33) can 
be written as 
pui + ruk - fn = du,, (2.35) 
and one can easily show that ((pui + rul, - f,,, u, - u)) + 0 as n + co (see 
2.23). This enables us to pass to the limit in (2.35) as n -+ co, to get (2.28) 
and (2.29). 
In a slightly different form, the following result was partially suggested 
to us by L. V&on. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let A, CI, and -/I be maximal monotone in H, satisfying 
(l.l), (1.22), (1.26)‘. Then for every T > 0, a, b E D(A), and 
f E L’([O, T]; H), p, q: [0, T] + R continuous with p(t)>0 VIE [0, T], 
problem (1.21) and (1.22) has at least a solution UE H2( [0, T]; H). If af 
least one of A, CI, or fi is one-to-one, then the solution depends weakly con- 
tinuous on a, b, and ,f. 
Proof. One follows the same steps as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. The 
only difference is that we first prove the boundedness of u,(O) and ui.( 7’). 
Indeed, in this case we can easily prove the inequality below (say, for 
simplicity that CI and /I are single valued, otherwise we take the infimum as 
in (1.26) and (1.26)‘) 
(a(u,(O)-a),u,(O)-a)-~tT)(B(u;fT)-b),u,(T)-b) 
G 4 llui(O) -all + 4 ll~;,(T) - 611 (2.36) 
with d, b Ilw>,(O)ll, d, > i( T) IIw>.( T)/), VA >O, where wi. is the solution of 
p(t) w;(t)+r(t) w;(f)=A,w,(t)+~w,(t)+f(t), O<t< T, 3.>0 (2.37) 
w,(O) = a, wi( 7’) = b. (2.38) 
It can be proved that wj, is bounded in C’( [0, r]; H) (see, e.g., [2, (3.15)] 
with A, in place of A). 
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Subtracting (2.37) from (2.2) we get 
Integrating by parts one obtains (2.36) with d, and d, independent of k It 
is now easy to see that under conditions (1.26) and (1.26)‘, inequality 
(2.36) implies the boundedness of Ud(O) and uJT). This allows us to 
estimate Iu>./ in terms of lu>. I. From now on, the proof can be completed 
by the arguments used in the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [2], following (3.18) 
in [2]. 
Remark 2.3. If H = R, (1.26) and (1.26)’ mean 
,-!iyx b”(x)l = ,.tyx lB”(x)l = + ~0 
which is stronger than (1.24) that claims only 
lim /M”(X)/ = + cc or lim I/?“(x)l = + co. 
/.x1 - m /‘;I + = 
3. APPLICATIONS TO PDE AND OPTIMIZATION 
Let 4, j, , j, : H -+ ( - co, + cc ] be lower semicontinuous convex func- 
tions with 
0 E D(ad) n D(G,) n D(aj2), A=@, a=aj,, /I=aj,. (3.1) 
Assume that (a~), is aj, and -aj, are monotone. This is true if for example 
(1.20) holds for both g= j, and g= j,. 
Combining Theorems 1.1 and 2.1 we can prove 
THEOREM 3.1. (I) Let A = 34, a = Oj,, and /I = - aj, be as above. Then 
for every continuous function p, r: [0, T] -+ I&! with p(t) > 0 for all t E [0, T], 
w > 0, a, b E D(A), and f E U’( [0, T]; H), the boundary value problem 
p(t) u”(t) + r(t) u’(t) E a4(4t)) + mu(t) + f(t) (3.2) 
u’(O) E aj,W) - 4, -u’(T)EajJu(T)-b) (3.3) 
has a unique solution u = u(t; a, 6, f, w), u E H2( [0, T]; H), which depends 
strongly continuous on a, 6, and f. 
Moreover, ifp(t) E 1, then u is a solution of (3.2) and (3.3) if and only if 
u is the solution to the minimization convex problem 
inf{F(v), VEY~:) =F(u), (3.4) 
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where F:A?49f+(-z, +co] is the lsc ,functional given by 
jor,-wllu’w + &u(t) + 42) 114~)112)) fit
F(v) = +fLjTtK.f(t), u(t)> dt+j,(u(O)-a)+~(T)j,(u(T)-b), 
$ u E H’( [0, T]; H) and t-+&u(t)) is in L’( [0, T]; H) 
+cO otherwise. 
(3.5) 
(II) If w = 0, and if in addition to the above hypotheses we assume 
that either D(aj,) or D(c?j2) is bounded and at least one of I$, jl, or j, is 
strictly convex then the solution of (3.2) and (3.3) exists, is unique, depends 
(weakly continuous on a, 6, f) and (3.2)-(3.3) is equivalent to (3.4) (with 
w = 0). Zf either D(Zj,) = { 0} or D(ij,) = 0, then u depends w-continuous on 
a, b, andf. 
(III) Jf both D(dj,) and D(8j2) are unbounded, 
lI~i3~)ll a L II-XII for XE D(;?i,) 
or 
IlG$)ll >, L llxll, vx E D(G2) (3.6) 
for some L > 0, and p, r sati:fy (2.1), then we have the same conclusion as 
in (II). 
Sketch of ProoJ The principle of the proof is the following. We first 
prove that 
5u + d&u) + wu + f c aF(u), Vu E D(B) n D(@), (3.7) 
where $ is the realization of 4 in .Yz. This and the maximal monotonicity 
of B + a$+ oZ+ f and 8F will imply that in (3.7) we have actually equality. 
Or, u is a solution of (3.4) if and only if 0 E aF(u), i.e., if and only if 
0 E B + @+ o1+ f which is the abstract form of (3.2))(3.3). 
Note that (3.7) follows the definition of B, of subdifferentials and integra- 
tion by parts. 
Remark 3.1. In the case H= R, every maximal monotone operator is a 
subdifferential, so (1.21) and (1.22) is equivalent to 
p(t) u"(t)+r(t) u'(t)~Wu(t))+f(t), a.e. on [0, T] 
u’(O) E %,(u(O) - a), - u’( T) 6 dj,( u( T) - b). 
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Moreover, if A0 = &5(O) 3 0, then Ai,0 = 0 and therefore (1.23) is automati- 
cally satisfied. In other words, if H= R, the above problem is always 
equivalent to an optimization problem. 
Applications to PDE are obtained by replacing A with some partial 
differential operators in L2(Q) = H, Q c KY, satisfying the conditions of 
Theorem 2.1. Here we mention the following example (A = Pseudo-Laplace 
operator). 
Let s2 be a bounded domain in RN with smooth boundary Z. Set 
with 
D(A) = u E W’~p(Q), A 
au 
pan L2(Q), -anE aj(u(x)) a.e. on Z , (3.9) 
P 
where j= R -+ R is a lower semicontinuous convex proper function with 
j(O)=0 and 
au N au p-2 au -= - 
an, II I i=l axi , 
-ig cos(n, e,), p 2 2. (3.10) 
Here, n =n(x) is the outward normal derivative to Z at XE Z and {e,; 
i= 1 > ..., N}is the cannonical base of RN (see [ 7, p. 1921). For p = 2 A 
given by (3.8) is just the Laplace operator in R” with 
~EH’(S~);~(X)E~~(U(X)), a.e. on Z 
all 
. (3.11) 
Now let g: L2(Q) + IR satisfying 
.LT(A,uuA?u)~g(u-u)~ Vu, UEL~(Q), i>O, g=j,,j2, (3.12) 
where fA = (I- LA,)pl. Then A, is ag monotone. It is also known that 
-A, is the subdifferential of Brezis’ functional 
(l/~).fzL, Ia@AP dX+.f&(X)) da 
d,(u) = if u E W’~p(Q) and x + j(,(x)) E L’(Z) (3.13) 
+a, otherwise. 
We are now in a position to give an application of Theorem 3.1 to a 
partial differential equation of the form (3.14) below. 
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COROLLARY 3.1. For every a, bEL?(dp) given by (3.9), T>O, 
f E L2( CO, T]; L?*(Q)), o > 0, and p, q: [0, T] + iw continuous with p > 0 on 
[0, T], the boundary value problem 
= cou(t, x) + f(t, x) a.e. in [0, T] x l2 (3.14) 
cash ei) E aA xl) a.e. on CO, T] x r (3.15) 
$ (0, ww(o, .)-a), 
-$(T,.)=aj2(u(TJ-b) 
(3.16) 
has a unique solution UEH*([O, T]; L*(Q)) with d,u(t, .)E L*(0) and 
-au(t, x)/an, E aj( t, X) a.e. OFZ [0, T] x r. 
Moreover, this solution depends strongly continuous on a, b, and ,f. If 
p= 1, u is the solution of (3.14)-(3.16) if and only ifu is the minimum point 
of the functional 
$xt)& i I(aU/at)(t, x)1*+ (I/P) CL l~ui~x~lp dx 
+ (w/2) lu(t, x)1’ dx) dt + j;?(t) jn f(t, x) u(t, x) dx dt 
F(u)= 
i 
+j,(u(O, .)-a)+r”(T)j2(u(T, .)-b)) 
if u E H’( [0, T]; L2(sZ)) 
and t + d,(u(t, .)) is in L’( [0, T]; L*(Q)) 
+ a, otherwise. 
(3.17) 
If w = 0, if we add hypothesis (3.6) on aj, , aj, and (2.1) on p and r, we get 
the same conclusion. 
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